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Abstract— This paper presents the development of a moving 

robotic model for detection of the type of waste scattered and 

lathered; after which depending upon its type it is dumped 

into the required bin.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Proper disposal of waste and garbage is a major issue of 

today’s time. The scattering of waste is an easy job but its 

management and proper disposal is a duff one. In almost 

every area of human settlement the unmanaged garbage 

disposal has created huge problems. In addition to 

environmental and health hazards it also degrades the serenity 

of the place. Keeping in mind all these things a prototype 

model is presented in which after the moving robot has 

detected the type of waste mainly- wet, solid and metallic the 

next action that is that is proper disposal is focused on the 

bins. Such sort of segregated dumping and collection helps 

the required authority to deal with garbage in a better way and 

provide better measures. 

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The garbage collection model can be divided into three parts: 

a) voice announcement b) DTMA controlled motion, c) 

detection and dumping. 

 
Fig 1: Components of Garbage Collector robotic model 

The power supply has got its own mechanism. Thus two main 

classifications: a) Hardware Description and b) Software 

Description are to be discussed. 

A. Hardware Description 

For power supply using 230 volts(V) AC mains the battery of 

the robotic model can be charged which is used to drive the 

system. DTMF decoder decodes the Dual Tone Multiple 

Frequency signal DTMF allows the robotic model to be 

controlled from any place by just calling the required SIM 

and pressing required instructions. Here the required sim and 

attached keypad are attached to the model. There is a 

provision of speaker which announces the public the 

mechanism to collect waste has arrived. The buffer helps to 

provide high current drive and the driver provides required 

current to drive the device. 

Relay or electromagnetic switch controls the 

required drive to necessary component. Another important 

feature is the presence of detector. A probe detector is used to 

identify wet waste as it provides high conductivity. Dry waste 

has no conductivity while metallic waste generates magnetic 

induction. After which disposal is done. 

B. Software Description 

The garbage collector after arriving in the site at first begins 

its work with voice announcement. Then the people or targets 

can directly dispose of the waste in front of model. This 

model segregates the type of waste and disposal in selected 

bin is done. 

 
Fig. 2:  Logical model of working 

The same working cycle is to be followed for collection of 

garbage in different areas. 

III. APPLICATION 

In addition to being useful for collection garbage through 

proper segregation it can be particularly high use in radiation 

hit areas. Similarly, it is focuses the core idea of latest smart 

cities where through proper image processing this robotic 

model can be used to collect garbage from a centralized 

location. Using a separate collector for every ward of the 

municipality being controlled from it is a high possibility and 

a system to be used. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

Thus a robotic model based smart garbage collector highly 

suites relevance of present times and can play an integral part 

in maintaining environmental hygiene. The sensitivity of 

garbage collection application paves further prospects of 

research and development in the aspect of project. 
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